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Dedicated
. . . to you

. . . to sand candles
. . . to the 300 million American
electricity consumers and
. . . to the global electricity market!

Special thanks to my Mother whose
tolerance, persistence and friendship
made this book possible . . .
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The Ethos Of Commerce
For those seeking the culprit to blame for the condition of the
energy industry and the alleged failure of Assembly Bill 1890 with
Senate Bill 90 bills popularly referred to as deregulation of the
California energy industry, read no further. Simply, put this book
down, proceed to the nearest mirror and smile. Fragmented
consumers have historically made easy targets for entertainment to
those legislated and employed to manage the electricity industry in
consort with utility monopolies, oil cartel partners and their investors.
The goal herein is to share with you events and documents to prepare
you as consumers to become officially involved as a consequential
influence in the transformation of electricity commerce. This book is
about administrative law and how United States consumers can now
constructively reclaim and remold democracy in electricity commerce
via energy agency proceedings, the Internet and e-mail.
Although structured around alleged public hearings, until
recently, the decision-making process evolving energy commerce has
been prohibitively costly demanding an average of $1,000 expenditure
to file and serve one official document in energy agency proceedings.
Today, it costs less than $50 to file an original and copies with a
Public Utilities Commission docket office in a proceeding. Historically,
proceedings have been unconstitutionally expensive and inaccessible
to consumers. This oppressive condition was clearly demonstrated in
the Erin Brockovich Story ca 1960 to 1980 released as a motion
picture in 2000. Semiconductor communications and electricity
technology will play a vital role in life of the 21st Century. Today,
groups of consumers may monitor energy agency proceedings on the
Internet and officially serve comments and testimony via e-mail.
Consumers working together in Neighborhood Energy Watch Solution
Groups or N.E.W.S. Groups can achieve official consumer consensus
in energy agency decisions and thereby achieve legal standing.
Consumer-led majority opinions allow important community issues
previously suppressed to democratically influence energy industry
transformation. This book reveals important matters to clarify for
consumers the importance of their awareness and participation in
energy agency decisions. For the best results, read portions of this
book on a regular basis and discuss it with friends and neighbors.
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In the Introduction you will learn about the three kinds of solar
electricity with a summary description of how photovoltaic [PV] arrays
generate electricity from the light of the sun. The intro explains the four
ways to install solar systems with the most practical being buildingintegrated photovoltaics [BI-PV]. The vision of ElectriCity is the city of
the near future featuring buildings that generate the electricity they use.
Section I reviews the history of magnetism, electricity and BI-PV.
In Section II join me in 1992 as I found the Solar Development
Cooperative to assure timely mainstream deployment of quality
building-integrated photovoltaics [BI-PV] supported by a reliable
service industry in the United States and global marketplace. At that
time, I had a limited understanding of the electricity industry. I was
driven by the belief that there is a need to perpetuate aesthetic quality
solar electric building materials in the mainstream market. This book
reveals the strong interest in solar energy I found at conferences
around the world and the sadly dysfunctional and increasingly brutal
essence of the persona of traditional energy commerce suppressing
mainstream BI-PV deployment from the mainstream market for twenty
years. Via over 300 original documents, photographs and narrative
you will travel with me to energy conferences from San Antonio,
Texas to Nice, France, Cairo, Egypt, Miyazaki, Japan and back to
Chicago, Illinois for the American Power Conference. You will find out
how a World War II pilot made history for the second time with his
design and patent of the most efficient solar array in existence, today,
the Headrick Solar-Voltaic Dome™ Power Station.
In Chapter 6 I share my shock and amazement as we discover
the 30,000 SF taxpayer-funded building-integrated photovoltaic [BI-PV]
solar demonstration installed on the Intercultural Center roof at
Georgetown University in 1984. This solar array generates $57,000 of
pollution-free fuel-free renewable BI-PV electricity a year from the light
of the sun. Wonder with me how most of the people in this building
who are global policy experts do not know this large blue roof
generates electricity. Why is it called Pretty Polly? The GTU ICC
houses the oldest Foreign Service training center in the United States.
GTU is President Clinton’s alma mater. Read Charlotte Nichol’s news
report as the brave student who wrote the March 20, 2000 article for
the Hoya News at Georgetown U revealing that the solar roof has
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generated substantial electricity since it was installed in 1984 refuting
fraudulent claims in campus tours that it did not work.
In Section III of ElectriCity you will find hard-earned first person
excerpts from the heart of the heated California energy agency
rulemaking into the role of the utility distribution company [UDC] in
distributed or self-generation technology [DG] from 1998 to 2004. The
documents reveal how mass consumer intervention in energy agency
proceedings could bring a new balance to the vacuum of energy
commerce that has increasingly eroded American democracy in every
sector over the past century. The dysfunction and increasing tyranny
of fossil fuel and utility domination have become an issue of grave
concern around the world which is now more challenging than the
many environmental challenges it has evolved. Original documents
show why it is virtually impossible to transform energy agency
decisions from within the administrative process without mass
consumer intervention to redirect the tremendous vacuum of energy
commerce. Consumers may begin to understand first-hand why and
how they can intervene in energy agency proceedings to re-build
democratic freedoms that have been lost. The inadaptable condition of
energy commerce has dramatically delayed the timely evolution of
renewable demand-site product-driven fuel-free renewable BI-PV
electricity into the mainstream market. Chapter 16 reveals SDC’s
9|11|00 Green Team Proposal that sought to reduce the impact of
peak shortages due to air conditioning demand during energy crisis
2000. Our plan sought to infuse failing Silicon Valley manufacturers
with the task of mass production of silicon photovoltaic
semiconductors to free California from future energy crisis in a year.
Explore with me in Section IV how our nation and the global
energy market will evolve beyond the curve of deregulation which
caused Energy Crisis 2000 in California and numerous related
problems. In Chapter 20 we explore the need for Neighborhood
Energy Watch Solution Groups or N.E.W.S. Groups. In addition to
general guidelines for industry transformation a format for developing
your own local N.E.W.S. Group is provided. It provides a prelude to

ElectriCity Volume II A Workbook for Consumer Empowerment in
Energy Agency Proceedings. Volume II of ElectriCity will provide a

comprehensive summary of the United States energy agencies and
related procedural information for consumers.
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Chapter 21 restates the case of solar electricity via BI-PV as America’s
choice for the 21st Century. Compare this book with the Handbook of

Photovoltaic Science and Engineering; Status, Trends, Challenges and
the Bright Future of Solar Electricity from Photovoltaics, in which they
explore the Six Myths of Photovoltaics. It sells for $296. [amazon.com]

Obviously their market is not the mainstream consumer at that price.
We explore the reasons America’s choice today for electricity in the
21st Century is demand-site solar energy using Building-Integrated
Photovoltaics [BI-PV]. Join us on the Journey by Horseback [and foot]
for Peace and Photovoltaics as we celebrate the 30th Anniversary of
the founding of the terrestrial photovoltaic industry in 1974 by Dr.
Joseph Lindmayer and Dr. Peter Varadi. We also celebrate the 20th
Anniversary of the 30,000 SF BI-PV Array on the Georgetown
University Intercultural Center in Washington, DC. The historic Journey
began on Easter Sunday 4|11|04 at the taxpayer funded solar array at
Georgetown University to a groundbreaking ceremony at Ground Zero
on the 4th of July five hundred miles later with an evening firework
celebration on the New York Harbor hosted by the Statue of Liberty.
We congratulate California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger on the
introduction of his Solar Roofs Initiative [SRI] Fall 2004 to install One
Million Solar Roofs in California by 2017.
The Epilogue discusses Energy Bill 2004 passed June 16th after
removing the Renewable Portfolio Standard [RPS] which mandated
only 10% renewable electricity by 2010. Now there is no renewable
electricity mandate, but $200 million a year to 2012 has been
legislated for alleged clean coal. May 3, 2004 I wrote THE S.T.O.M.P.
ACT for Solar Technologies of Mass Protection to have the RPS
reinstated per administrative hearings. www.geocities.com/VOTESOLAR2004

An imbalance creating unchecked privilege, denial and deceit
brought the collapse of Enron as the reverberations of genocide and
inhumane brutality in global energy commerce were used to justify the
destruction of the New York World Trade Center and brutal wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq. The massive vacuum of energy commerce has
no loyalties. It will be as faithful to renewable demand-site nonpolluting product-driven solar BI-PV as it now is to remote-site fossil
fuels. Become a citizen of 21st Century democracy. Evolve consumer
authority in energy agency decisions to make a real and immediate
difference. Lead the way, today to demand-site product-driven fuelfree pollution-free BI-PV commerce!
Eileen M. Smith, M.Arch.
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